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Re: Proposed Rule – Overdraft Lending: Very Large Financial Institutions

Dear Sir or Madam:

The Conference of State Bank Supervisors1 (“CSBS”) provides the following comments on
the proposed rule titled Overdraft Lending: Very Large Financial Institutions2 (“proposal”)
issued by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”). The proposal would apply
to all insured depository institutions with more than $10 billion in total assets (“covered
institutions”). The proposal would amend Regulations Z and E to deem “above breakeven
overdraft credit” provided by covered institutions to be extensions of credit subject to
numerous disclosures and protections under the Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”) and
Regulation Z. Overdraft services provided by covered institutions at or below their so-
called “breakeven point” or at a CFPB-established benchmark fee would be considered a
“courtesy” service and would not be subject to Regulation Z. Overdraft services provided
by institutions with less than $10 billion in total assets, regardless of its pricing, would not
be subject to Regulation Z.

The CFPB should withdraw the proposal and issue an advanced notice of proposed
rulemaking (“ANPR”) in its place. The proposal would significantly alter the regulatory
treatment of overdraft services, with potentially far-reaching consequences for the 23
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million households that pay overdraft fees annually3 and the estimated 93% of banks
that offer an overdraft program.4 In effect, the CFPB would, by regulation, set the amount
of fees that banks could charge consumers when they overdraw their accounts because
the alternatives, as discussed below, would be impractical and/or pose significant
operational costs and compliance risks. 

State regulators support strong consumer protections, including protections related to
overdraft services.5 However, the proposal raises significant questions, issues, and
uncertainties that merit public input prior to the CFPB issuing a proposed rule, including:

The CFPB’s proposal rests on questionable interpretations of TILA and Regulation Z.
The proposed alternatives for providing overdraft services do not appear to be
equally viable, and all three could lead to decreased options for consumers across a
wide range of financial institutions.
The proposal fails to consider conflicts with state law. 
 

Significant Issues Raised by the Proposal

The CFPB’s proposal rests on questionable interpretations of TILA
and Regulation Z.

Overdraft Services and TILA’s Definition of “Credit”

State regulators do not believe that TILA supports the CFPB’s conclusion that overdraft
services, as structured by banks, meet the definition of “credit” – i.e., “the right granted
by a creditor or debtor to defer payment of a debt or to incur a debt and defer its
payment.”6 A “right” is defined as a “legal entitlement to obtain something.” Simply
stated, under bank overdraft programs, a consumer does not have a legal right to have a
bank pay the overdraft. Thus, coverage of such programs does not meet the statutory
definition of credit. The evidence provided in the proposal to support the CFPB’s
conclusion appears contradictory. However, many of the proposal’s significant revisions
hinge on whether overdraft services are “credit” under TILA, specifically the large-scale
changes to “non-covered overdraft credit”7 services that are offered by a financial
institution. 

When the Federal Reserve Board (“FRB”) promulgated Regulation Z in 1969, it provided
that overdraft services were not an extension of credit and that overdraft fees were not
finance charges subject to Regulation Z.8 For over 50 years, this has been the consistent



reading of TILA. Consumers do not have a “right” to overdraw their deposit accounts (i.e.,
incur a debt and defer its payment), and financial institutions have discretion to either
cover or decline transactions that would overdraw these accounts.9  For decades, under
FRB rules, such overdraft services have been considered features of transactional deposit
accounts, governed by Regulation E10 and Regulation DD.11 While most overdraft
services are “automatic,” account agreements provide that a financial institution retains
the discretion to pay or not pay items that overdraw the account. 

The CFPB contends that the FRB relied on its exception authority to exempt overdraft
services from Regulation Z, and that overdraft services meet TILA’s definition of credit.
Arguing that this exception is non-statutory, the CFPB says it has authority and discretion
to end this exemption. The proposal would do so, but only for overdraft services that
covered institutions provide at “above breakeven” costs. 

The CFPB argues that the original exemption was based on the FRB’s desire to allow
financial institutions the option to provide consumers with the occasional “courtesy” of
honoring checks that inadvertently overdrew their accounts.12 The CFPB contends that
this historic exemption now allows covered institutions to exploit a regulatory loophole
that has emerged over time due to technological advances, increased debit card use, and
fees that exceed the cost of covering overdraft items. The CFPB states that the existing
overdraft disclosure requirements in Regulations E and DD are not sufficient for fulfilling
TILA’s purpose of promoting the informed use of credit.13

However, the FRB did not state that it was using its exception authority to carve out
“courtesy” overdraft services when it implemented Regulation Z in 1969,14 nor do the
numerous historical FRB interpretations cited in the proposal state that overdraft services
are a non-statutory exemption from TILA.15 These interpretations simply describe
overdrafts as a courtesy that a financial institution may provide when consumers
inadvertently overdraw their accounts.16 They do not outline or mandate certain features
or parameters that overdraft services must comply with to enjoy an exemption from
Regulation Z. As opposed to the FRB relying on its exception authority as presumed by
the CFPB, the historical record suggests that the FRB properly applied the definition of
“credit” in TILA and determined that overdrafts on deposit accounts did not satisfy the
definition. 

Proposed Regulatory Treatment of “Breakeven” Fees, “Above Breakeven”
Fees, and Fees Charged by Smaller Financial Institutions



Assuming arguendo that the CFPB’s unprecedented extension of the TILA definition of
“credit” to cover overdraft services is somehow lawful, state regulators question whether
the CFPB’s attempt to create new regulatory distinctions between overdraft fees, based
on the fee’s amount or the size of the financial institution charging them, is reasonable
and supported by a plain reading of TILA and Regulation Z. Specifically, the proposal
would establish new non-statutory exceptions under TILA for “finance charges.”17

Overdraft fees that are at or below a covered institution’s so-called “breakeven” point
would not be considered finance charges for purposes of Regulation Z, while overdraft
fees that are “above breakeven” would be considered finance charges. Additionally, any
overdraft fee assessed by a financial institution under $10 billion in total assets would not
be considered a finance charge, regardless of whether it charges a breakeven or higher
fee.

There is no evidence in TILA that the amount of a fee determines whether it is a finance
charge, nor does it state that fees charged by financial institutions of a certain size are
finance charges or not. These distinctions appear arbitrary and inconsistent with the
express provisions of TILA. 

This approach also seems irrational from a consumer protection standpoint and could
very well lead to consumer confusion. Consumers would receive dramatically different
information based solely on the size of their financial institution or the amount of any
overdraft fee, contrary to TILA’s statutory goals and purposes of providing consistent 
information to consumers so that they understand the terms and conditions of credit. 

For example, under the CFPB’s proposed approach, a consumer who opts-in to overdraft
would receive vastly different information about this service depending on whether a
bank has assets of greater than $10 billion or not. Regulation Z rules would govern one
bank, and Regulation DD rules would govern another bank – for the same overdraft
service.

Moreover, if Bank A charges the proposed “breakeven” or “benchmark” fee, those
overdrafts would not be deemed credit, and thus would not be covered by Regulation Z,
even if those consumers have, for example, 10 overdrafts in a month. On the other hand,
if Bank B charges an “above breakeven” fee, those overdrafts would be deemed credit
and would be covered by Regulation Z, even if consumers have one overdraft every three
months. 

The proposed alternatives for providing overdraft services do not
appear to be equally viable, and all three could lead to decreased



options for consumers across a wide range of financial institutions.

Three Options for Overdraft Services by Covered Institutions

State regulators question whether the proposal’s three options for covered institutions to
provide overdraft services are equally viable. Moreover, all three options seem likely to
decrease overdraft options for consumers. An ANPR would provide the public with
additional opportunity to comment on the merits of the options and their impact on
consumers and financial institutions.

According to the proposal, covered institutions would be able to continue providing two
types of overdraft services that would remain “exempt” from Regulation Z, provided that
the financial institution charges either a “breakeven” fee or a “benchmark” fee set by the
CFPB.18 Under the third option, covered institutions would be able to provide “above
breakeven” overdraft services that would become newly subject to Regulation Z and
Regulation E, as well as other legal requirements under various federal and state laws.19

“Breakeven” Overdraft Option

Covered institutions are highly unlikely to calculate and charge their own “breakeven”
costs when the result is simply cost recovery. The proposal would allow financial
institutions to recover only a limited set of direct costs from administering their overdraft
services. Determining which costs are specifically and directly connected to the provision
of overdraft services could be extremely challenging. Additionally, covered institutions
would need to conduct this breakeven analysis annually to determine the resultant
overdraft fee.20 Ultimately, the heightened regulatory scrutiny surrounding overdraft
services, lack of regulatory guidance on calculating and determining which costs qualify
as “direct costs,” and the amount of data and work needed to calculate an annual
breakeven point for overdraft services will discourage covered institutions from choosing
this option.

“Above Breakeven” Overdraft Option

Covered institutions are also highly unlikely to provide “above breakeven” overdraft
services as these would be considered an extension of credit under Regulation Z.
Overdraft fees that exceed a financial institution’s “breakeven” cost would be deemed a
“finance charge,” and the overdraft would now be treated as open-end credit for which
financial institutions would need to calculate and disclose an APR. In the likely event that
a consumer used a debit card to overdraft the account, the card would be considered a
“hybrid debit-credit card” now subject to Regulation Z’s CARD Act provisions.21 Covered



institutions providing overdraft services at “above breakeven” costs would quickly trigger
a raft of significant new regulatory requirements and restrictions, including but not
limited to:

Establishing a separate overdraft credit account that is distinct from the consumer’s
deposit account;
Providing account opening disclosures;
Providing periodic statements;
Assessing the consumer’s ability to repay the overdraft credit;
Prohibiting the bank from offsetting amounts owed on the overdraft credit account
with funds in a deposit account;
Offering at least one alternative method of repayment besides automatic debits
from a deposit account; and
Complying with interest rate restrictions under state usury limits and the Military
Lending Act.

These new open-end credit accounts would carry heightened repayment risk due to their
extended credit horizon, especially compared to current overdraft services that are
typically repaid within three days when a consumer deposits additional funds into the
account. Providing “above breakeven” overdraft services would also trigger capital
requirements for covered institutions. The open-end credit accounts would represent new
assets for the financial institution, with associated credit risks. Under the current
standardized approach, these open-end credit accounts would be subject to a 100% risk-
weight for capital purposes.22

New compliance costs and requirements, a lengthier repayment period, and new capital
requirements would not make “above breakeven” overdraft services a practical option for
most covered institutions.

“Benchmark” Overdraft Option 

The proposal would allow covered institutions to provide overdraft services at a CFPB-
established “benchmark” fee, which would be set at $3, $6, $7, or $14. This to-be-
established price cap would effectively serve as a “safe harbor” for overdraft services.
Covered institutions relying on the benchmark fee would avoid all the risk and
uncertainty associated with calculating one’s own breakeven cost, and they would avoid
all the substantial regulatory and operational requirements associated with offering
above breakeven overdraft services. 



However, it is not clear that the proposed amounts for the benchmark fee reflect the true
sum of costs associated with administering overdraft services.23 The benefit of regulatory
certainty under a “safe harbor” fee still may not outweigh the cost of providing the
overdraft service. Ultimately, it is unclear whether a covered institution would view this
option as more attractive than scaling back or exiting overdraft services altogether. 

The proposal does not consider potential impacts to consumers, smaller
financial institutions, or the broader deposit market.

Even if overdraft fees are lowered according to the proposal, state regulators are
concerned that consumers may not be better off financially. If covered financial
institutions broadly retreat from providing overdraft services, consumers may be subject
to a wider range of fees from financial institutions and others when their transactions are
declined. For example, instead of an overdraft fee, a financial institution may impose an
NSF fee for consumers who overdraft via check, and any merchant who was paid with
such a check could also impose an NSF fee. Consumers could also face late fees, and
more serious financial consequences, if they are unable to meet mortgage, rent, or utility
payments via overdraft. 

While the proposal would apply to financial institutions with $10 billion or more in total
assets, the impact could very well descend to smaller institutions. Due to basic market
competition, community banks may adopt the overdraft practices of their larger
competitors or simply scale back their provision of overdraft services as well. The CFPB
also makes clear that it will consider extending this rule to community banks in the
future.24

State regulators fear that the proposal could exacerbate the already significant deposit
concentrations at the very largest financial institutions.25 Among the various overdraft
options, it seems likely that only the very largest financial institutions would have the
scale to distribute the costs associated with offering either “breakeven” or “above
breakeven” overdraft services. Other financial institutions, including community banks,
are likely to pull back from providing overdraft services to consumers. The proposal could
cause a significant number of the 23 million households with overdrafts26 to migrate their
deposits to the largest financial institutions. Based on the CFPB’s views and policy
objectives, this seems like a consumer outcome that it would want to seriously avoid.27

The proposal fails to consider conflicts with state law.



Consumer protection and financial regulation are matters of “profound local concern.”28

While there is certainly a shared interest between state and federal authorities in
protecting consumers and regulating financial institutions, this shared interest must also
be balanced and complementary. Unfortunately, the proposal rejects a balanced and
complementary approach by creating needless conflicts with certain state laws that apply
to covered institutions and their provision of overdraft services. The CFPB admits as
much, noting that its proposal “may affect other legal requirements under various… State
laws.” Concerningly, it also admits that it “has not attempted to quantify the effects of
such changes because it is not responsible for interpreting those laws and regulations
and therefore cannot provide the detailed predictions about their effects that would be
required for quantification.”29 

State regulators note that it is absolutely the responsibility of the CFPB to engage in a
thorough rulemaking process that seeks to identify, consider, and avoid, to the extent
possible, unnecessary and unwise conflicts with state laws. This is a primary reason for,
and benefit of, the ANPR process. Through an ANPR, the CFPB would be able to garner
feedback and insight that helps it minimize conflicts with other state legal requirements if
and when it issues a proposed rule.

State legislatures and state regulatory agencies have taken varied approaches to
regulating overdraft services, considering and balancing consumer protection and need,
as well as regulatory parameters and certainty for financial institutions. For example,
some states specifically exclude overdraft fees from coverage under state usury limits.30

The proposal would create conflicts with these state laws by requiring any covered
institution providing “above breakeven” overdraft services to consider overdraft fees as
“finance charges” under TILA, thus treating an identical fee in a contradictory manner
under federal rule and state law. Covered institutions would face the difficult task of
managing an existing overdraft program under separate compliance standards, or they
may opt to revise (or more likely, scale back) their overdraft services to align with the
CFPB’s rule. In effect, the CFPB’s proposal would amount to a federal agency unilaterally
undermining the will of sovereign state legislatures in deciding how their regulated
entities provide and consumers receive overdraft services. This is an unacceptable
contravention of state authority. 

Conclusion
The CFPB should withdraw the proposal and issue an ANPR in its place. An ANPR would
provide the CFPB with important feedback on its legal interpretations and authorities
under TILA and Regulation Z, potential options for providing overdraft services and their



market impacts, and ways to avoid and minimize unnecessary or unwise conflicts with
state laws.

Sincerely,

Brandon Milhorn
President and CEO
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